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Pergola Workspaces Business Drivers

Space design is leaning toward
activity-based, flexible floorplans that
enable people to move, facilitate space
delineation, and make reconfiguration
easy. Organizations seeking to
maximize their real estate investments
require smart, multi-use, and agile
products that improve efficiency
while supporting the diverse ways
people work.
Attract & Retain
People desire a variety of work settings that support
their spectrum of activities throughout the day. They
also seek spaces that are grounding and bring balance
to the workplace. Inspiring workspaces attract top
talent and retain workers through an engaging employee
experience.
Flexibility & Space Utilization
Flexible workplaces enable space to change as rapidly
as people and organizations require, supporting diverse
workstyles and engaging people to perform from
wherever they choose to work.
Focus/Control
Focus work is as important to innovation as collaboration.
Designers are solving for the emerging trend in
destination spaces—where people can complete specific
individual or team tasks without distraction and away
from the open plan setting.

Pergola Workspaces Product Overview

Pergola™ is a freestanding architectural workspace where
people can get away to connect, collaborate, or focus.

Through a spectrum of materiality choices,
Pergola offers a broad range of space
and room solutions that are scalable in
performance and application.

Pergola is easy to specify, install, and
reconfigure, and complements base
building architecture without the
permanence of construction.

Pergola Workspaces Solutions

Creative Space Today
Pergola offers solutions in a variety
of applications to suit people’s needs
for choice.

Its scalable design lets designers unleash
creativity to design their way, supporting
their clients‘ needs to create inviting
environments that support employee
workstyles to keep them engaged.

From materials to modularity and size
options, Pergola offers the customization
desired in today’s workspaces.

Pergola Workspaces Solutions

Business Transformation
Pergola lets you leverage real estate in new
ways to build spaces quickly, empowering
employees to connect, collaborate, and
focus when they work at the office.

Pergola provides a series of bundled room
solutions with a collection of individual parts
and pieces that allow designers to easily
specify their room size, degree of enclosure,
function, and finishes.

Pergola complements base building
architecture with simpler planning that
adapts to the floorplate without the
permanence of construction—future
proofing is built into the DNA of the platform.

Pergola Workspaces Solutions

Focus or Restoration – Alone or Together
Pergola helps people focus or restore—
alone or together—in high-performance
workspaces for organizations driven to
innovate.

Flexible yet functional destinations with
vertical surfaces and space division offer
a sense of privacy so people can claim
control, reduce stress, and optimize
performance.

Designers are solving for this emerging
trend in destination spaces—where
people can complete specific individual or
team tasks without distraction and away
from the open plan setting.

Pergola Workspaces Statement of Line

Swift Space Creation for Your People
and Facility Today
Pergola offers scalable design across a
spectrum of freestanding architectural
workspaces using infill elements within
one framework for variety in size,
application, and materiality. Create
your space by starting with the frame/
room size, adding vertical surfaces, and
enhancing with additional materials.
Begin with aluminum post and beam
frames. From there, add high-performing
vertical surfaces and integrated
technology to delineate space. Finally,
enhance the space with curtains, vertical
slats, ceiling elements, and integrated
lighting. You now have created a space
that improves connection, collaboration,
and focus—with reduced visual and
acoustic distractions.

Swift Space Creation for Your People
and Facility Today
Pergola offers scalable design across a
spectrum of freestanding architectural
workspaces using infill elements within one
framework for variety in size, application,
and materiality.

Create your space by starting with the
frame/room size, adding vertical surfaces,
and enhancing with additional materials.
Begin with aluminum post and beam
frames. From there, add high-performing
vertical surfaces and integrated
technology to delineate space.

Finally, enhance the space with curtains,
vertical slats, ceiling elements, and
integrated lighting. You now have created
a space that improves connection,
collaboration, and focus—with reduced
visual and acoustic distractions.

Pergola Workspaces Launch Timeline

Coming February 2021
Preliminary Date - Subject to Change
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